


ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR SANITISING KIT 
for SPAZIO automatic vending machine

1. Turn the unit off, remove its plug from the electrical outlet.

2. Remove powder containers.

3. Fit to the back panel the 4 fastening blocks for the sanitising kit (A) and the timer (B), as
shown in the figure. Fasten the kit and the timer with the special self-tapping screws.

4. Position the pump/tank assembly (C) on the base of the vending machine.

5. Connect the tubes (D) and (E) as shown in the figure and in the detailed view, and take
care they are correctly arranged in the right rear corner behind the mixer module (to do
this, it is advisable to remove the mixer tray and lower mixer cover, and to loosen the lower
fastening screws of the mixer module).

6. Remove the water-soluble powders’ boiler top (W) and the electrical panel cover (V).

7. Cut the solenoid valve - mixer connecting tubes (F) and interpose the branch unions as
shown in the detailed view. The (F) tubes must be cut to a suitable length (next to the
omega on the back panel) so that the tubes coming from kit (A) are correctly slanted.

8. Place the cable as shown in the figure (leaving the existing cable in place). Make the con-
nection from the unit (Y) to the connector (M) of the steriliser.
The unit connector cover on the connector (M) is inserted on the free connector (N) of the
steriliser kit.
If the tea brewer is mounted, join the connector (Y) with (M) and the connector (N) of the
steriliser with the connector (T) of the tea brewer.
Make the connection (X) and (L).

9. Connect the solenoid valve (O) with the relative connector and the timer, as shown in the
detailed view.

10. Fill up the tank (G) with 2 l of 10/12 vol. hydrogen peroxide.

11. Check the hydrogen peroxide level in the tank at regular intervals as it is essential to pre-
vent the pump from running with the tank dry.

12. Open the tube closing clips (H) on all the tubes connected to the mixer, save for pipe (I)
which must remain closed.

13. Fit back the water-soluble powders’ boiler top (W).

14. Electronically configure the distributor, putting expansion board mini-dipswitch 3 to the "ON"
position (see the Use and Maintenance Manual).

15. Replace the panel cover (V), the containers, the lower cover of the mixer (Z), and the
mixing bowls, and then reconnect the unit to the electrical supply.

16. Set timer programming as follows: set the current time and then lift the cordless plugs at
the desired programming time.

17. Glue the sanitising data plate, supplied with the kit, to the door frame in a clearly visible
area.

18. Turn the switch shown in the figure (S) to "ON" (disconnecting the sanitising operation).

19. Perform the mixer cleaning with sanitising operation verifying its functioning: cycle, start
and stop of pump, opening of the EV with mixer sanitising, wait for product operation, mixer
cleaning..




